Cyberlearning 2019 Orientation

● Welcome & Introductions
  ○ **Cyberlearning 2019: Exploring Contradictions in Achieving Equitable Futures** (link to agenda and meeting information)
  ○ Meeting details next slide

● How familiar are you with NSF, CIRCL, Cyberlearning, or CL19 already?
  ○ See [NSF CFLT Program](#) -- read more about the funding program
  ○ Learn more about past CL meetings
    ● [Storify of CL17](#) and [Storify of CL16](#) (PDFs)
    ● [Recap of CL17](#) (by Jeremy Roschelle)
Cyberlearning 2019 Details

● CL 19 is put on by CIRCL and all sessions of CL19 will be at the Westin Alexandria

● Breakfast and lunch are provided both days

● Pre-Meeting Hill Visit 10/2
  ○ Session discussing visits at the conference

● Post-Meeting: Technology, Mind, & Society meeting
  ○ Panel 3 - 4:15pm - Reflections on Cyberlearning: Tensions in the Co-evolution of Learning Technologies with Advances in Learning Theories and Methods
About CIRCL

Funded by the National Science Foundation, (NSF) the Center for Innovative Research in Cyberlearning is a “resource center” that amplifies research-based voices by:

● Nurturing community among projects, investigators, and those new to the field
● Addressing common needs
● Planning for the future
● Creating broader impact together and with others
● CIRCL is a collaboration of 4 organizations that support the community (100s of people & projects).

Digital Promise  SRI Education  EDC  NORC at the University of Chicago

Supported by the National Science Foundation under grants 1837463, 1233722, 1441631, and 1556486.

@CIRCLCenter  #cyberlearning  #NSFCL19
Cyberlearning

● Get familiar with Cyberlearning
  ○ Read the Cyberlearning Community Report
  ○ Subscribe to CIRCL Newsletter
  ○ Follow @CIRCLCenter and @CIRCLEducators on Twitter
    ■ share about our webcast sessions at CL19 & get more information
  ○ Connect with CIRCL in Facebook
  ○ Read About CIRCL and explore our website
  ○ Read CIRCL Primers
  ○ Read about the 11 workshops on the Principles for the design of Digital STEM Learning Environments
Cyberlearning 2019

- **The CL19 program**
  - See [NSF Big Ideas](#)
  - Conference Theme
  - Your role

- We’ll be thinking a lot about “what’s next” during our [working sessions](#) based on [workshops held this year](#).
Cyberlearning Meeting Sessions

Make your meeting -- Lots of interaction and topics

● Social networking

● **Roundtable**

● **Keynote**

● **Expertise Exchange**

● **Working Groups**

● **Gallery Walk and Posters**

Plan ahead and pick your sessions!

http://circlcenter.org/events/cyberlearning-2019
Meeting ethos

Please be an active participant.

● During the meeting
  ○ Tweet (use #NSFCL19)
  ○ Take video and pictures (share on twitter or to us) -- of course, make sure people in the video and pictures are good with sharing
  ○ Participate in our Social Networking activities and if nothing else, introduce yourself to someone you don’t know. We’re glad you’re at the meeting!